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Irving School in Derby hosts 6th annual science fair
Students learn to use critical thinking, tap into creativity
By Patricia Villers
DERBY - Last week I had the honor of being invited to judge
Irving School’s sixth annual Science Fair with more than 20
other community members.
I enjoyed interviewing the
students about their
experiments and what they
had learned.
Principal Jen Olson wrote in
the invitation that the fair is
intended “to spark our
children’s love for science
and hands-on, inquiry based
learning and to promote critical thinking
and communication.”
The judges were asked to review the
display, interview students, have them
explain the scientific process they used, and
how the experiment has real-world
relevance.
Judges received a scoring rubric to
evaluate the projects in four areas:
•

Scientific Process

•

Creativity

•

Visual Presentation/Display

•

Student Oral Presentation

Judges were each assigned six
projects to review.
My first stop was an experiment
using gummy bears that was
performed by kindergartners in
Racheal Raucci’s classroom.
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I interviewed two students who
enthusiastically gave me all the
details about the project, called
“Growing Gummy Bears.”
The question was would water or
vinegar make the candy pieces
expand. The answer was water.
The display featured words
including question, hypothesis,
materials, observation, procedure,
and conclusion.
I also had interesting conversations
with four fifth graders.
They included Marcos Bond, who
experimented with different chewing gums to
determine whether mint or fruit flavor lasted
longer, and Kayla Adams, who experimented
(with help from her parents) to
discover which of three kinds
of wood burns best.
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